The MS in Investigations’ concentration in Criminal Investigations focuses your studies on death investigations, cold-case investigations, and international crime issues. You can even further specialize in the public or private sector. Equip yourself for careers involving homicide, forensics, cold cases, international crime, private investigation, and more.

**THE ACADEMIC OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM**
- Knowledge of both national and international criminal investigations
- Best practices in forensic science for law enforcement
- Leadership management in law enforcement

**CORE COURSES (TOTAL OF 21 CREDITS)**
- CJST 6631 Investigations I
- INVS 6607 Supervising and Managing the Investigative Unit and Process
- CJST 6651 Criminal Procedure
- INVS 6614 Survey of Forensic Sciences
- INVS 6690 Contemporary Topics in Investigations
- INVS 6632 Advanced Investigations I
- INVS 6633 Advanced Investigations I

**CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS CONCENTRATION (9 CREDITS)**
Three (3) electives (9 credits) approved by an advisor. Below is a sample of some of these electives offered:
- INVS 6610 Transnational and Organized Crime Investigations
- INVS 6611 Contemporary Topics in Cybercrime Investigations
- INVS 6622 Bribery & Corruption Investigations
- INVS 6623 Investigative Intricacies in Death Investigations
- INVS 6627 Identity Fraud Investigations
- INVS 6628 Cold Case Investigations
- INVS 6629 Evolving Trends of Financial and Cyber Crimes in an EMV World
- INVS 6640 International Gambling, Fixing, and Corruption

This is NOT the M.S. in Forensic Technology, which is a crime scene investigations degree.

---

Students are not limited to courses in the Investigations catalogue for electives, and may take courses in criminal justice, white collar crimes, national security, and digital forensics investigations or other programs. It is recommended that students discuss elective selections with their advisor to maximize the educational and career opportunities. Based on a student’s work experience or previous course work, certain core requirements may be substituted by other courses.

---

**FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION**

The Online MS in Investigations includes 10 required courses. Graduate online tuition is $990 per credit hour. Each class is 3 credit hours for a total of approximately $2,970 per class. The total cost for the degree is $29,700. Books are an estimated additional $100 per class.

**DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITY**

We offer **50%** discount to police officers, fire fighters, and public safety officers. For more information on our discount opportunities, please visit: [newhaven.edu/about/departments/bursars/tuition/discounts.php](newhaven.edu/about/departments/bursars/tuition/discounts.php)

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

**GRADUATE ENROLLMENT**
203.932.7440
1.800.342.5864 ext. 7440
[lp.newhaven.edu/investigations](lp.newhaven.edu/investigations)

**PROGRAM ADVISOR**
Markka Juntti
203.883.1551
[onlineadmin@newhaven.edu](mailto:onlineadmin@newhaven.edu)